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Training Musculoskeletal Models with Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients

Abstract

Results

We apply deep reinforcement learning to
musculoskeletal models with the objective of
learning to run. Using the actor-critic deep
deterministic policy gradient method, we learn
on successive observations drawn from the
simulated openAI gym, and generate a policy
that maps high-dimensional observation states
to muscle excitation vectors.

We trained the agent with a series of trials
ranging from 100,000 steps to 500,000 steps,
computing statistics on reward per episode
every iteration of 10,000 training steps. We see
that the rewards per episode increased over the
number of iterations trained and resulted in the
agent’s ability to take a step toward its goal after
200,000 training steps.

Discussion
The agent successfully learned to take stable
steps towards its goal, although it did not
achieve long-term rapid locomotion in the
allocated training time.
It also demonstrated the ability to hold and
balance in a position for an arbitrarily long
period of time (at least 3000 simulation steps).
The primary obstacle to progress was the
heavy computation required to simulate the
precise physics of the agent, independent of
optimizations made to the learning algorithm.
The project would be best extended by
gaining access to a high-performance cluster
for a long period of time.
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Deterministic Policy Gradient Theorem:

Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the
applicability of DDPG to high-dimensional
musculoskeletal models, we also trained the
agent to stand using a reward function based on
the amount time it stayed upright. After one
million iterations, the agent was able to stay
balanced for at least 3,000 simulation steps while
it stood. In the training of the standing agent, the
reward was capped at 1,000 per episode.
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